VO LVO S60

Rediscover the thrill of driving with the new Volvo S60, the
powerful, athletic and dramatic sedan designed to make every
journey enjoyable – from the briefest of commutes to the most
epic of road trips.
To Volvo Cars, building a car that’s great to drive means
balancing dynamism with comfort. It has to feel responsive,
and yet it must maintain its poise at all times. And that’s exactly
what we have achieved with the S60.
What’s more, it does so with a focus on refinement throughout.
The cabin is fashioned to smooth away the miles. Scandinavian
design and Swedish craftsmanship combine to create a cabin
focused on putting you in control, made from beautiful materials.
Technology that’s so intuitive it makes every journey easier. And
an exterior that will turn heads.
Confident and elegant, the S60 is built to inspire every journey.
Feel the connection.
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DESIGNED FOR DRIVING.
Confident, athletic and elegant, the S60 is the essence of
good Scandinavian design. A dynamic sedan, one that projects
confidence without shouting.
Crisp, sharp details enhance and complement the car’s
inherent strength and its sleek silhouette is an invitation to
get in and drive. It’s a drive that will inspire and excite you, one
where effortless perfomance, an advanced chassis and intuitive
technology combine to create a car that celebrates the joy of
the road through the quality of its design.
From inside to outside, the S60 is a sedan that will be a
delight to the senses, whatever the driving situation.

RE AD MORE AT VOLVOCARS.COM
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The deeply-sculpted flanks make the
S60 instantly recognisable and define
the car’s athletic character. At night, the
distinctive LED tail lights emphasise the
strong shoulder line.
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The distinctive air vents have controls
with a metal finish and a diamond-pattern
on the knob. Metal Mesh Aluminium
inlays on the dashboard create a technical,
contemporary look that complements the
driver-focused cabin.

A tailored dashboard with
contrasting stitching creates
a luxurious, sophisticated look.

The Metal Mesh Aluminium decor is
a modern and luxurious design touch,
perfectly complementing the stainless
steel speaker panels of the Bowers &
Wilkins audio system.

VO LVO S60
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MADE FOR DRIVING.
The S60 is a car that will inspire you to drive. A car with a
dynamic character. One that will heighten your senses and bring
enjoyment to your driving. Fluent and perfectly balanced, it’s
capable of delivering both refined, long-distance comfort and
an exciting drive.
The chassis in the S60 combines double wishbone front
suspension and a unique integrally-linked rear axle. It means
that every input you make is matched with a precise and sharp
reaction, while still ensuring a comfortable ride. R-Design
standard Sport chassis increases stability and quickens responses
even further by lowering the ride height and adding stiffer springs
and dampers.
Active chassis technology allows you to customise the way
the S60 rides and handles, and the three Adaptive Drive Modes
let you tailor your driving experience further by altering the
engine, gearbox, accelerator and steering responses. Or you
can create your own bespoke set-up with Individual mode.
However you configure it, the S60 is the perfect partner, whatever the journey.

The advanced engineering in the S60 delivers pure, dynamic driving pleasure. With
double-wishbone front suspension similar to that found in sports cars, the S60
provides you with more precision and control more of the time.

VO LVO S60
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CIT Y SAFET Y TECHNOLOGY.
YOUR PRO-ACTIVE PARTNER ON THE ROAD.

Oncoming Mitigation by Braking
A Volvo Cars safety world first, this innovation can
detect vehicles heading towards you on the wrong
side of the road. If a collision can’t be avoided, it
can brake your car automatically and tighten the
optional prepared front safety belts in order to help
reduce the effect of a collision.

Oncoming Lane Mitigation
If you drift across the lane markings and into the path
of an oncoming vehicle, your car can alert you and
gently steer you back onto the correct path. This
system does this using automatic steering assistance,
helping you to avoid collisions with oncoming vehicles.

Our advanced pro-active safety technology helps you feel
confident and in control. At the heart of this technology is City
Safety. By helping you to keep a lookout and brake or steer
away for you if necessary, it makes driving more enjoyable while
helping to prevent accidents.
City Safety can identify other vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists
and large animals ahead of you, even at night. It warns you if
needed and can brake automatically to help avoid a collision or
reduce impact. Our advanced Oncoming Mitigation by Braking
technology – a Volvo Cars safety world first – can detect if

there’s another vehicle driving towards you and brakes automatically to mitigate the impact.
Your Volvo can also support if you’re forced into a rapid
evasive action at speeds between 50 and 100km/h. As you
begin to steer away, City Safety can help you do it as effectively
and safely as p
 ossible by braking the inner wheels individually
and reinforcing your steering input.
City Safety is simply your perfect partner: pro-active when
it’s needed, and staying discreet in the background the rest of
the time.

Lane Keeping Aid
The Lane Keeping Aid can gently help steer your car
back into its lane if it senses you are about to inadvertently cross into a different lane. If this is not enough
or if you keep steering across the lane markings, you’ll
be alerted with vibrations in the steering wheel.

Run-off road Mitigation
Stay safely on the road with this Volvo Cars safety innovation. If Run-off road Mitigation detects you’re about
to leave the road unintentionally, it can provide steering
input and, if necessary, brake support to help guide you
back on track.

Please note: The driver is always responsible for how the car is controlled, these are only supportive functions.

VO LVO S60
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T6 AWD | Inscription
727 Pebble Grey metallic

YOUR WELL-CONNECTED GUIDE.
Intuitive technology in the S60 helps get you where you need
to go quickly and easily. The clear graphics of Sensus Navigation
are easy to read, while the portrait format of the centre display
means maps scroll less and are able to show more of the road
that you are travelling on.
Our innovations also save you time by helping you to find what
you’re looking for, with built-in apps such as Google Search and

Voice control
Volvo Cars’ latest voice recognition technology
understands natural speech, so you can simply talk
naturally to your car – there’s no need to memorises
specific phrases to operate climate control, navigation,
media or telephone features.

Yelp. Find a petrol station, a restaurant or a hotel and then use
Sensus Navigation to take you there.
The S60 keeps you connecting your phone to the car is as
easy as plugging it in – Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto™ will
do the rest, turning the centre display into an extension of your
phone’s screen.

Sensus Navigation
With its clear mapping, seamless connectivity and ease
of use, Sensus Navigation is your companion on every
drive, taking care of the journey and leaving you to enjoy
every moment.

Smartphone integration
Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto™ allows you to simply
and easily connect your smartphone to your car. All you
need to do is plug it in and the centre display will show
you the same type of interface that you’ll recognise from
your phone’s home screen.

VO LVO S60
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T6 AWD | R-Design
725 Fusion Red metallic | 20" 5-triple spoke
Matt Black Diamond Cut alloy wheels

Volvo S60 Momentum
Dynamic contemporary style with
a premium appearance.

Volvo S60 R-Design
Sporty styling and precise control,
for a sedan designed to perform.

Volvo S60 Inscription
Contemporary luxury, with beautiful
materials and expert craftsmanship.

CREATE THE SWEDISH DYNAMIC SEDAN OF YOUR CHOICE.
Our approach in everything we do is to always put people first.
This also includes allowing you the freedom to create a Volvo
that matches your style and fits perfectly into your life.
To ensure you get your new Volvo S60 exactly as personal
as you want it, you have several different design expressions to

choose from – each with a distinctive style and character: the
sporty S60 R-Design, the luxurious S60 inscription and the
premium S60 Momentum.
Whatever you prefer, you can rest assure there’s a Volvo S60
for you. Read on, and see what your new S60 will look like.
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EXTERIOR COLOURS.
Our wide range of exterior colours allows you to create the
Volvo S60 that best reflects your style and preferences.

Available in different variations, each colour imbues your Volvo
estate with a sense of dynamic elegance.

727
Pebble Grey metallic

614
Ice White

707
Crystal White pearl

711
Bright Silver metallic

723
Denim Blue metallic

714
Osmium Grey metallic

724
Pine Grey metallic

717
Onyx Black metallic

492
Savile Grey metallic

726
Birch Light metallic

725
Fusion Red metallic

720
Bursting Blue metallic
(R-Design only)

019
Black Stone

722
Maple Brown metallic

BUILD YOUR OWN VOLVO S60 ON VOLVOCARS.COM/HK
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Driftwood

Leather, Comfort seat, Maroon Brown
in Charcoal interior, RA30

Iron Ore Aluminium

Perforated Fine Nappa Leather,
Comfort seat, Amber in Charcoal
interior, RC20

Leather, Fine Nappa,
Charcoal in Charcoal interior,
RC00 (R-Design only)

INTERIORS.
The interior of the Volvo S60 is crafted with you at
the centre of attention. Every detail, every line, every
shape is testimony to our designers’ pursuit to create a
space in which you feel relaxed and in complete control.
Choose between two seat variants: the lavish Comfort
seats or the sportier Contour seats. The interior is
available in many colour, upholstery and decor trim
combinations – including Blond or Charcoal headlining
– to suit your preferences.

Leather, Contour seat, Blond in
Blond/Charcoal interior, UA00

Metal Mesh Aluminium

VO LVO S60
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WHEELS.
945
945

1019
1019

The wheels you choose for your Volvo S60 have a big impact on the car’s look
and character. You have a wide selection of custom-designed wheels to choose
from, all developed and tested by Volvo Cars to fit your S60 perfectly.

1074
1074
2872
2872
4761
4761

848
848

1797 1005
1797 1005

895
895

1431
1431

1431
1431

1603
1603
1850
1850
2040
2040

1041
1041

1431
1431
1603
1603

1425
1425

1384
1384

1850
1850

1603
1603

2040
2040

1603
1603
1850
1850
2040
2040

18" 5-double spoke,
Matt Black Diamond Cut, 1039
(R-Design)

T4

T5 AWD

Engine type:

2.0 I4 petrol turbocharged

2.0 I4 petrol turbocharged

Transmission:

Eight-speed Geartronic™

Eight-speed Geartronic™

Max. Power output, kW (hp) at rpm:

140 (190) 5000

184 (250) 5500

Max. torque, Nm at rpm:

300/1700–4000

350/1800–4800

Acceleration, 0–100 km/h in sec, auto:

7.1

6.4

Top speed, km/h, auto:

220

240

Fuel tank, litres:

60

60

Environmental classification:

Euro 6d-TEMP

Tyre class*:

A

WLTP***, fuel consumption, litres/100 km, mixed cycle, auto:

7.1

7.4

WLTP***, CO2 g/km, auto:

161

168

Euro 6d-TEMP
B

C

A

B

C

* The tyre class is based on the EU tyre labelling for fuel efficiency ratings based on the tyre’s rolling resistance.
***WLTP (Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure) has replaced NEDC as from September 1, 2018. WLTP is a much more realistic test procedure for fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. Due to more realistic test conditions and by taking car specific configurations into account, WLTP will show higher figures than NEDC and better
reflect everyday normal driving.
All technical data may be subject to change.
18" 10-multi spoke,
Black Diamond Cut, 1038
(Inscription)
18" 5-Y spoke,
Black Diamond Cut, 1037
(Momentum)

Please note: Some of the information in this brochure may be incorrect due to changes in product specifications that may have occurred since printing. Some of the equipment
described or shown may now only be available at extra cost. Before ordering, please ask your Volvo Cars specialist for the latest information. Wearnes Motors (HK) Limited
reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice to prices, colours, materials, specifications and models.

